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Abstract content <br> &nbsp; (Max 300 words)
Quantum key distribution provides the only physically secure and proven method for the transmission of
a secret key between two distant parties, Alice and Bob who are connected by an authenticated classical
channel and insecure quantum channel [1]. Based on the laws of physics in particular the no-cloning theorem
[2], quantum key distribution makes possible the distribution of the secret key such that the third party, Eve
cannot clone the quantum states of the BB84 protocol sent by Alice and then re-send a perfect copy to the
receiver (Bob) without it being de- tected. However, the phase-covariant-cloning machine [3] seems to be the
best cloning machine for the BB84 quantum states. Therefore, we high- light that there is a trade-off between
the quality of the clone and the amount of information that Eve can gain but still the protocol remaining
secure. By using the phase-covariant-cloningmachine to illustrate strate- gies performed by the eavesdropper,
we arrive at a quantum bit-error-rate of 0.1464 for the BB84 protocol which agrees with previous results [4,
5].
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